Eclipse™
Fully Vanishing
TV Mirror



High Reflectivity



Lower Light Transmission

What is Eclipse FVTM?
The Eclipse Fully Vanishing Mirror is a highly reflective, fully vanishing mirror material. It offers the
highest reflective properties in the vanishing mirror family. The Eclipse mirror, because of it’s
highly reflective surface, has a higher reflectivity to lower light transmission ratio.
The Eclipse fully vanishing mirror provides the most concealment and is the closest match to a
regular silver mirror

What is the best application for the Eclipse Mirror?
The Eclipse mirror is perfect for bathrooms, dressing rooms, public areas, spas, and salons and
although the transmission ratio is lower, the Eclipse vanishing mirror still provides excellent viewing
and vivid colors when the TV is turned on.

How will the TV look when it is turned on?
Because the Eclipse product has a higher reflective, lower transmission
ratio, the TV screen will be slightly darker. However, using an LED TV
instead of a LCD TV will increase the brightness, as well as, making
adjustments to the TV’s overall brightness is recommended.
The picture to the left is an actual picture of our Eclipse mirror
product with the TV screen on.
It has not been photoshopped.

How do I order?
Ordering is easy, simply decide what size of mirror you want W x H (up to 59”x96”). Next, enter
your dimensions into the rate calculator and follow the instructions to check out. You can also call
one of our in-house engineers or sales staff and they will be glad to help you with your purchase.
For “plug and play” units, please call sales or visit our website for more product information, pricing
and ordering.

Pricing?
As a manufacturer, Decorus is able to offer some of the lowest pricing available on the market
today. Order on-line or give us a call and we will be happy to help you with your order.
www.decorushospitality.com • 815.788.8305 • info@decorushospitality.com

